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THE FIRST DECADE
T H E T E N T H ANNIVERSARY O F T H E GEORGE E A S T M A N H O U S E offers a n o p p o r t u n i t y t o

EDITORIAL

review our purposes, measure our accomplishments, a n d outline our future plans.
T h e George E a s t m a n House, Inc., an i n d e p e n d e n t educational corporation, was
founded in 1947. Its purposes were set forth in the charter granted to the Trustees
b y the Regents of the State of N e w York:
(a) "To establish, operate and maintain a museum of photography and allied pursuits
in or about the City of Rochester, New York, as a memorial to the late George
Eastman;
(b) "To promote, develop, conduct and maintain public exhibitions of
and its uses;

photography

(c) "To establish, develop and maintain a graphic and continuing history of photography;
(d) "To teach photography by demonstration and exhibition and to foster public knowledge of and interest in the various methods and techniques involved therein;
(e) "To promote, encourage and develop photography

and its allied arts and sciences;

(f) "To receive, collect and preserve relics, records, apparatus, equipment,
and other items of historic or current interest:

material

(g) "To carry out and discharge any of the purposes hereinabove set forth either directly or by contribution to other organizations, corporations, foundations, or institutions
organized for any of the above purposes."
U n d e r the direction of the late Oscar N. Solbert, work was at once started on converting George Eastman's residence — which was m a d e available t o t h e Trustees
b y the University of Rochester — into a p u b l i c museum. O n N o v e m b e r 9, 1949, the
George E a s t m a n House was opened t o the public with a basic a n d p e r m a n e n t display of the history of p h o t o g r a p h y from t h e earliest inventions u p t o the present.
D u r i n g the past d e c a d e w e have constantly revised and improved this exhibition.
O u r displays are built, so far as possible, t o b e self-explanatory. M a n y are demonstrations which visitors can operate themselves. Thus, for example, w e have a n
exhibition of the principles of color photography, built with a generous grant from
Leopold Godowsky a n d Leopold Mannes, consisting of devices which spring into
action on t h e touch of a button. T h e manufacture of p h o t o g r a p h i c materials is
demonstrated b y actual machines installed in the Rrackett Clark Hall. This annex
to E a s t m a n House, d e d i c a t e d in 1951, was t h e generous gift of t h e late George
Halford Clark, Rochester banker a n d philanthropist w h o was one of t h e original
fourteen stockholders in Mr. Eastman's first business enterprise.
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W e have s u p p l e m e n t e d the p e r m a n e n t display with a series of temporary exhibitions of photographs a n d a p p a r a t u s from our o w n collection or borrowed from
other institutions, private collectors a n d photographers. I n the past ten years, 159
of these separate a n d successive shows, lasting from one to three months, h a v e b e e n
offered t h e Rochester public, ranging from one-man exhibitions of such noted
photographers as Alfred Stieglitz, E d w a r d Weston, Margaret Bourke-White, a n d
Yousuf Karsh t o selections from t h e museum's o w n collection illustrating t h e
technological a n d scientific development of photographic processes. These public
exhibitions have covered a b r o a d variety of the uses of photography, thus demon-

strating the versatility of the medium. They also have been international in scope.
Besides exhibiting work of past masters and established contemporaries, we have
steadily shown photographs by new-comers to the field, and are constantly on the
search for new talent. With this in mind, we are announcing in this issue of IMAGE
a Tenth Anniversary International Exhibition open to all, with the only limitation
that photographs submitted must have been taken since 1949.
Our technological displays are constantly revised, in cooperation with leading
manufacturers, to include the latest developments, assuring a continuing history of
photography and lending promotion and encouragement as the Charter directs.
Our most constantly changing exhibitions are the regular public screenings of
motion pictures. In 1951 there was added to the George Eastman House a 550-seat
theatre. The Dryden Theatre, a highly valued addition to the entire community,
was the gift of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dryden of Chicago. The late Mrs. Dryden
was the niece of George Eastman, Mr. George Dryden his close friend and frequent
holiday companion. Here we have shown great motion pictures of the past in two
series: on Saturday and Sunday afternoons, and in the evenings. Each screening is
preceded by a short lecture by the Curator of Motion Pictures, James Card or the
Assistant Curator, George Pratt, in which the historical significance of the film is
presented so that the audience will view the motion picture in its proper perspective. The evening showings are for the members of the Dryden Film Society which
has increased its membership from an initial one thousand subscribers in March of
1951, to the present group of over three thousand.
The existence and continued expansion of the motion picture study collection at
the George Eastman House has made it possible to present in the course of the
matinee and evening film programs, five hundred sixty different motion pictures
illustrative of the development of cinematic art and history. Many of these films are
available for screening nowhere else in the world; some of the features were shown
for the first time in the United States in the Dryden Theatre.
We have received, collected and preserved a vast amount of material during the
past ten years. The basic historical collection, deposited by the Eastman Kodak
Company has been nearly tripled in size, largely by gifts.
Among the extremely important gifts to the George Eastman House was the
donation by Alden Scott Boyer of his entire private collection on the history of
photography. Four and a half tons of books, photographs, documents and apparatus
were brought from Chicago in 1951. Included in this great gift are rarities which
cannot be found elsewhere in the world. Manufacturers the world over have been
most generous in depositing, as gifts or on extended loan, cameras and other products, both current and historic. With Eastman House as a focal point, many individuals have donated relics, papers, documents and photographs.
To preserve motion pictures of the past under the optimum conditions, we have
been able to build special air-conditioned vaults through a fund established by
L. Corrin Strong. Mr. Strong, recently the United States Ambassador to Norway,
now is one of the trustees named by President Eisenhower to the newly created
National Cultural Center. Mr. Strong's mother married Henry Alvah Strong, Mr.
Eastman's early business associate, and much of Corrin Strong's boyhood was spent
in Rochester. Thanks to Mr. Strong's gift, and others, an active program is under
way for the duplication on acetate film of rare original motion pictures. The motion
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picture industry has been wonderfully cooperative in depositing films for study at
the Eastman House, and in providing over two million still photographs.
To bring the resources of the George Eastman House to a wide audience, we
have contributed to other organizations and museums a series of loan exhibitions
made up of photographs and, occasionally, apparatus. These traveling shows have
been on display in leading cities in the United States from coast to coast and in a
few European capitals. Requests for information about the history of photography
are constantly being filled, and photographs of equipment and reproductions of
historical photographs from our collection have appeared in books and periodicals
of international circulation.
IMAGE fills an important place in fulfilling the mission of the George Eastman
House by providing an opportunity to establish, develop, and maintain a graphic
and continuing history of photography. IMAGE is unique: there is no other journal
devoted to the history of photography and cinematography. The original research
which is reported in the journal has been conducted by members of the staff of the
George Eastman House and—not infrequently—by others, for the pages of IMAGE
are open to all historians in this specialized field. We believe that history begins with
the present, and consequently we plan to invite leaders in the artistic, scientific,
technical and industrial applications of photography to contribute articles setting
forth their beliefs, accomplishments, and aims. In the current issue, for example, we
are privileged to publish the Brehm Memorial Lecture of Ansel Adams, delivered
in the George Eastman House under the sponsorship of Delta Lambda Epsilon
fraternity of Rochester Institute of Technology.
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To establish a history of photography, and to insure its continuation, basic source
material is essential. Many early publications are exceedingly rare. It is planned to
reproduce some of them in facsimile in IMAGE, with translations when necessary.
This program we are inaugurating by reprinting a broadside written by Daguerre
in 1838 which is unique.
The preservation of photographs is an important function of the museum. Even
when stored under optimum conditions, photographs made in the early days
before the technique was understood are liable to deteriorate. A program of copying them is under way; the reproduction of the best of them in IMAGE is added
security for their preservation, and will acquaint the Associates with the richness
of our collections.
We are expanding the "News and Notes" section to include informal abstracts
of articles of interest in the history of photography published in other magazines,
and we plan to give more space to book reviews.
We welcome correspondence from the Associates and from time to time we
hope to publish certain of their letters which contain information and documentation on the history of photography in general, or which comment upon and supplement articles which have already appeared.
To those of us who are privileged to serve as staff members of the George Eastman
House, the support of our activities by our Trustees, by the community, by industry,
and by the world of photography has been most encouraging.
From our first decade, we look forward to making further progress in carrying
out the mission to which the George Eastman House is dedicated.
BEAUMONT NEWHALL, Director

ANNOUNCING THE

Photographers throughout the world are
invited to submit a selection of three
prints from their work, which, in the
photographer's opinion, represents his
own characteristic contribution to the
growth of contemporary camera-vision.
The aim of the Tenth Anniversary Exhibition is to exemplify those trends
which have effectively expanded the
horizon of photographic expression since
the opening of The George Eastman
House in November 1949.
No fee is required. The photographs
must have been made during the period
from 1949 to 1959. Print sizes may
range from 4x5 to 11x14 inches, flushmounted. There are no subject matter
restrictions. Entries for consideration
must be clearly labeled on the back of
each print with the photographer's
name, address, and year photographed.
Additional information (title, technical
data, etc.) is optional. Only monochrome
and color prints will be considered.
Entries must be postmarked no later
than June 15, 1959 — because no entry
fee is requested, prints will be returned
postage collect. Address submissions to
Tenth Anniversary Exhibition, George
Eastman House, 900 East Avenue,
Rochester 7, New York.

Exhibition
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SOME DEFINITIONS
Ansel Adams

I APPEAR BEFORE YOU THIS EVENING not as a scientist, aesthetician, critic or businessman. I am a photographer. After nearly thirty professional years I am increasingly
concerned with the progress of photography and the enlarged understanding of
the potentials of my chosen medium. I want this understanding to reach beyond a
mere personal opinion and resource and be communicable and clear to everyone.
I have decided to discuss "definitions," not with the attitude or intention of imposing gray facts upon you, but of proposing some constructive thought and investigation upon the general subject of — what do we know about photography and how
can we talk to each other about it? I trust that what I have to say will provoke
interest along some fresh avenues of approach in the various domains of photography.
Communication involves definitions; not so much the precise semantic terms, or
the dogmatic facts, but related to the decisive meanings of the basic qualities of
the medium, the elements employed, and the effects obtained in the practice of
photography both as a practical craft and as an expressive art. We should always
bear in mind that photography is a language — a means of conveying thought,
information, interpretation and expression. All too often we find it is a confused
jargon — confused because of the unclear mixtures and distillations of mechanics,
concepts, tastes, habits and expediencies.
Now, what is photography? Factually, it is the production of images through the
agency of light. Cameras, lenses, films and accessories, exposure and development, etc. are merely the tools used in manipulating light reflected from the subject
to produce an image. But when we say "photography" we usually imply far more
than its factual definition. We mean a profession, or an art, or a business, or a hobby,
or a way of life. And the term "photographer" becomes even more complex as the
confusions of personality are imposed on the inherent confusions of the medium.
The term "writer" is about as difficult to pin down as is "photographer." He who
goes into writing assumes a hard-to-define status, except that he can be known as
an essayist, novelist, reporter, copy-writer, or poet. In photography you are "professional," "amateur," "commercial," "portrait," "pictorial," "creative" or even "transcendental." Somewhat sharper distinctions may be applied — "medical," "architectural," "legal," "glamour," etc. But these terms are indeed inadequate for anyone
who tries to get at the heart of the matter. John Dokes on Main Street does portraits, and so did Edward Weston in Carmel. So do the large multi-branched
organizations operating as chain stores in the likeness business. This is not just a
matter of degree of quality or sensitivity; entirely different worlds are represented
and we just don't have adequate definitions to clearly and properly evaluate them
— as we are better able to do when evaluating a copy-writer or a poet. Here we
have a fairly clean-cut distinction, and I doubt that either would feel competitive
with the other. But all too often in photography one group is intolerant of all other
groups, and we do not have the cohesiveness in the profession which I believe must
very soon be developed.
When I announced the fact, in about 1930, that I had decided to leave the piano
and take up photography my parents said, "My! you don't want to be only a photographer, do you?" If I had said I was going to be a poet, a painter, an actor or an
architect I would have received warm encouragement as well as practical advice.
Now, their alarm and their disappointment was understandable in terms of their
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particular experience; the only kind of photography they knew did not represent
the highest flights of artistic or social accomplishment, or did it offer potential
affluence. At this period few in San Francisco had ever heard of Stieglitz, Strand,
Clarence White, Edward Weston, and others now recognized as superlative artists
in their fields. They might have been aware of Steichen, Bruehl, Lejaran A. Hiller
through the pages — editorial and advertising — of Vogue, Vanity Fair, etc. These
were remote names not associated with the world of art, chiefly because they
appeared in magazines. Arnold Genthe was, of course, recognized as a very erudite
and gracious man and his portraits were extremely popular. Following him there
were Edward Weston, Johann Hagemeyer, Imogen Cunningham, one of our most
versatile and experienced photographers, Dorothea Lange, maker of sensitive portraits but not yet associated with the inspired reportage for which she is justly
famous, W. E. Dassonville, excellent portraitist and technician, Anne Brigman who
combined in writhing heroics the well-fed and human-form-divine and the ancient
junipers of the Sierra, Consuella Kanaga, Willard Van Dyke, and many others
worthy of mention. But good patrons were few. Commercial photographers did
fairly well. The artist was considered a bit "strange" and the photographer who
attempted art "quite strange," and often the object of tender pity. The local painting
of the period was thirty years behind the times and many of the artists looked and
lived like "artists" in a most nauseating way. Indeed, in the public mind, there were
few effective definitions about anything concerning the arts. The truth is that there
were few really great photographers practicing anywhere then — and there may be
even fewer today, proportionally speaking, in spite of our remarkable technological
developments.
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Photography remains to this day an exciting but somewhat unstable medium in
the minds of average people. The average citizen sees mostly advertising photography and photo-reportage, and the inevitable "likeness" productions of Fifth
Avenue or Main Street. Work which might approach art is mauled and hashbrowned in the photo magazines and journals, and embalmed in the Salons. Apart
from a few exciting exhibits in our larger centers, and in very few good journals
and books, the art of photography is rarely experienced in our land. It is only in
very few centers that we find any interest at all in the more serious aspects of the
art. Indeed, it is a great pleasure and privilege for me to appear here at George
Eastman House — the most important center of photography in the world.
I have deviated a bit and expanded intentionally in the above remarks because I
thought I might be able to infer a few definitions and lay a few planks to stand on
in the remarks to come. There is one term which was born with a silver meaning in
its mouth, but has ended with a furry tongue in its cheek. That term is Pictorial
Photography. The present synonyms of Pictorial include "Art" and "Salon" photography, and the antonyms include commercial, technical, purist, and non-pictorial
photography. I know some Pictorial Salon people who have barely heard of Edward
Weston — much less investigated his work. Is there any musician who has not
heard of Johann Sebastian Bach? So, when we say "photographer" we are deeply
obliged to clarify, modify, and explain, at least in our own minds and hearts. For
those who know, the simple term "photographer" suffices; when we speak of El
Greco, John Marin, or Picasso as "painters" there is no doubt what is intended.
They are not house-painters, sign-painters or commercial artists; they are creative

artists in the fullest sense of the term. When we say "Photographer" we evoke a
complex of meanings and connotations. Anyone who uses a camera for almost any
purpose is designated a Photographer. Until the public acquires more sympathy
and experience I believe we must be more explicit in our designations. So, let us
consider a few definitions:—
Professional—one who lives by his work. Amateur—one who loves his work but does
not necessarily live by it (some of our greatest artists have been amateurs). Hobbyist—a do-it-yourself man, who has fun. Nothing serious intended. The dealers
have fun, too. Photojournalist — a user of photography as a medium of event-andsituation communications. A good photojournalist often transcends the factual
(witness the work of W. Eugene Smith), and some of the most important work of
our time relates to sensitive and interpretative reporting. Creative—a bad term,
because most think of it as representing only "art." A great inventor is creative, so
can be a fine craftsman. Expressive—not good, not bad. Interpretative—ditto.
Esthetic—inaccurate and weak. Art—"Sorry, Miss Harris cannot pose today." Transcendental—good in a way, but limited and clumsy.
So, what term can we use to describe the work of Stieglitz, Strand, Weston,
Minor White, Callahan, and others of such direction? What word can you and I use
to make clear to others what we confirm and feel about these men and their work?
Let us first dwell upon certain existing word structures which may give us a key.
We have compound terms, photo-journalist, photo-illustrator, photo-documentarist,
etc. These terms might have seemed clumsy at first but they have grown in simplicity and logical meaning; each defines both the medium and the speciality.
Accordingly, I suggest photo-poet for those photographers who explore, distill and
interpret the intangible essences of the world. I am sure we can agree that the
master work of the great photo-poets relates in basic intention, quality and achievement to that of the great painters, musicians and poets. We must be generous and
admit that the qualities of the photo-poet may touch and vivify all other aspects of
photography — just as the poetic approach may be applied to letters in general, to
sermons, and even to advertisements. I am one who believes in the potential high
level response of people in general — I believe people will respond to beauty and
intensity of spirit if we give them a chance. I believe that what the photo-poet has
to offer can well be applied to any expression of education, information and persuasion and will not only render such expression more vital, but will also augment
its integrity. Hence, I seriously propose photo-poet as a specific definition.
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When we see a spectacular moment of life recorded on a page of Life or Look
we usually are not conscious of the photography in itself (unless we are photographers), but of the moment of experience represented. Should the photographer
experience more than the surface excitement of the moment — and succeed in conveying this deeper excitement and understanding through his photograph, another
and far more resonant world is opened for the spectator. It is not so much the intensification of the outer world, but a clarification of the inner world of the spectator;
the photographer, instead of being just an informer, becomes a catalyst of consummate power. Here lies, I believe, a suggestion for a prime definition of art and
especially of the art of photography.

I would now like to present a few definitions in the realm of the mechanics of
photography. Unfortunately, there is a chasm between the world of the sensitometrist (God bless him!) and the practicing photographer (God bless him!).
The photographer must employ the fruits of sensitometry, which is an exact
science. I would like to see a reasonable bridge established whereby the sensitometrist could interpret theory in understandable practical terms and the photographer express his requirements to the sensitometrist in terms of images and the
image controls so essential in his work. I can comprehend the general meaning of
a characteristic curve, but the curve defines only a few of the important qualities
of the actual image. I do not make a picture with a cable-release in one hand and
a characteristic curve in the other! But I should know what the curve represents;
I must know how the negative emulsion is responding to the qualities, quantities
and distributions of the light falling upon it, and how it will respond to development. I must know about — but need not scientifically explain — such qualities as
Resolution, Density, Scale, and Acutance.
Some years ago I worked out what is now known as the Zone System as an
attempt to establish this aforementioned "bridge." In expounding it, I employ
symbols and present working definitions — sometimes to the despair of the pure
sensitometrist! Sensitometry presents an exact interpretation of the performance of
the sensitive materials in strictly physical terms. The Zone System approach is
intended to give the photographer a functional command of his medium and to
enable him either to simulate reality or intentionally depart from reality in his
work. I see no conflict whatever. The Zone System approach can be constantly
refined and clarified; Minor White has done a wonderful job in this respect, and
he and others are carrying on with it.
Now, let us start with a few definitions in the purely mechanical domains.
THE SYMBOLIC

CHARACTERISTIC

CURVE

This suggests that negative density increases as exposure increases (in a ratio
expressed by the shape of this curve). All negative materials have curves of this
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general toe-straight-line-shoulder structure but of quite considerable variation of
proportion and "steepness." As we all know, the "steepness" of this curve is altered
by the amount of development applied. Values in the toe are modified by lens and
camera flare; values in the shoulder can be accurately measured — even calculated
in advance, on the basis of the general shape of the curve — but here we find a typical situation where the characteristic curve does not give a full description of the
image from the photographer's viewpoint. For example, I can place the integrated
brightness of a smooth white card and of a fine-textured wall on Zone VIII or IX of
the scale and I shall obtain areas of similar densities in the negatives. However,
depending a little upon the structure of the emulsion and mostly upon the type of
developer employed, I will achieve — or not achieve — a good textural rendition of
the wall. Certain developers, such as Metol-sulfite combination, may "block" these
high values; other developers, such as Pyro, will keep them "open." This latter
effect is of great informational and esthetic significance to the photographer. Generally speaking, the sensitometrist is not concerned with textures or other image
qualities — only with the densities of the strips of film exposed in his sensitometer
and measured on his densitometer. The curve represents all the letters of our tonal
alphabet; it is our constructive problem to put these letters together to spell out our
words and phrases in the photographic image.
A FAMILY OF SYMBOLIC CURVES
Here we have a graph which indicates the effects of varying amounts of development for a series of exposures. We note what I call the "Plateau of optimum density
(or opacity), the heavy line in the middle. We see how — by placing our specific
brightness on lower and higher zones of the scale, and developing for different
times, more or less, we maintain the same density (opacity) throughout. This also
shows how we increase or decrease the contrast of the image in relation to the contrast of the original subject. Here we observe the application of mechanics to gain
a desired result. I believe we can define "technique" as the appropriate and functional application of mechanics.
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The photographer has to know some things about his materials that are not readily found in the published information from the sensitometrist. One should not
depreciate the other. If it were not for the sensitometrist we would not have film,
if it were not for the photographers we would not have sensitometrists. I plead for
a better mutual understanding here. With unlimited time I would like to discuss
Gamma, Grain, Reciprocity Effect, etc. in terms of actual photographs. I shall rest
here with an attempt to define such terms as subject brightness, exposure scale,
resolution, detail, sharpness and acutance. These terms are used as freely as confetti
these days and I think we should get down to some simple and direct clarifications.
SUBJECT BRIGHTNESS

AND THE

IMAGE

If we agree that the most realistic photograph is not reality at all we are then
obliged to make some bridge between reality and its symbols. Visually we perceive the world in terms of different values and colors of reflected light. Occasionally the light-source or direct reflections thereof are included in the field of view.
It is quite possible to produce an image wherein all the reflected light values are
proportionally rendered in varying values of gray. This photometric-equivalent
accomplishment would probably be extremely dull and uninteresting. Not only
would it fail to create esthetic excitement, but it would not give much vital information. We see everything in terms of significant meanings and in even the
most badly "informational" images we must exaggerate, enlarge upon, intensify
and accent the shapes, spaces, textures and values of what we carelessly call
"reality." This is why the so-called "push-button" photography may be a technological miracle but holds small importance for the serious photographer.
EXPOSURE

SCALE

What do we mean by this term? A range of values 1 to 25, log 1.4, 1 to 256, long
scale, short scale, etc? In some circles the term "dynamic range" is employed, which
describes the differences of exposure to which the film will respond in terms of
ordinary use and in relation to ordinary printing procedures — all controlled by
the convenient capacity of the eye to differentiate image values — usually around
1 to 256 range with modern films. Now, it is often implied that we can place our
lower value on the " 1 " point, and the brightest area on the "256" point and we will
have a fine image representing brightness differences of 1 to 256. But this would
not be very satisfactory, picture-wise, the " 1 " point and the "256" point would by
no means represent substance or texture in the scene, only the extremes of tone near
to pure black and pure white. Several steps of tone are required to convey texture
and substance; hence, what I call the "Textural Range" would not represent a range
greater than 1 to 64, usually less with conventional materials.
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Resolution refers to the performance of the lens and also of the negative material. A lens may give very high resolution (that is a clear separation of X lines per
mm) but the negative may — through light scatter and grain characteristics —
depreciate the performance of the lens to a considerable extent. Detail is a quality
of the subject more than anything else — we say "Look at the detail in that rock,
etc." Definition is a quality of the image — we say, "There is marvelous definition
in that photograph of the cliff, etc." Sharpness is more precise than definition: it
relates more to the physical quality of the image than to its visual quality. And
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then there is acutance. This relates, I am told, to the micro-density differences in
the image. It is a very important quality indeed. In simple terms it refers to definite
sharp differences of tonality; the higher the acutance the less "halo" and the more
abrupt the juxtapositions of light and dark points and edges in the image. Certain
developers — Pyro for example — yield higher acutance than developers containing
much sulfite, etc., which "dissolves" silver and, while reducing apparent grain size,
produces a haze across otherwise sharp tonal separations, and tends to "block" the
high values of the image. Now, we can have an image of very high resolution, yet if
the acutance is low we have the impression of "un-sharpness." On the other hand,
an image of inferior optical quality — low resolution — and high acutance will give
the impression of great sharpness. An actual example lies in the early work of
Edward Weston; he used a poor Rapid Rectilinear lens and his images are not
optically sharp. Yet, because of his use of Pyro and his extremely sensitive printing,
one gains the impression of almost unbelievable sharpness. These negatives, however, could not stand a 2X enlargement and retain optical clarity. The impression
of sharpness may also be produced in enlargements of low-resolution images if
the grain is rendered sharp and decisive in itself. Also an otherwise haze image can
be sharpened by the use of a brilliant fine-textured paper; in both cases the physical
qualities of the image create the impression of sharpness which the optical image
may not possess.
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In evaluations of the photographic image I believe we must give full attention
to the subjective interpretations of sharpness, detail, etc. — for it is only in the visual
sense that photographs can speak to us, and the communicative, emotional and
esthetic values depend upon what we see in the photograph — not in its physical
qualities alone. I might add here that there should be no restrictions on the character of materials employed in the making of a photograph, providing the results
reflect the intentions of the photographer. Edward Weston would say — "I don't
care if a print was made on a bath-mat — providing it is a good print!"
I do not employ rough or textured papers simply because I want nothing to stand
between the spectator and the silver image and I want the image to possess the
maximum brilliance (maximum reflectance-scale). However, as the work of Stieglitz
and Strand shows so beautifully, there are other print qualities which support and
intensify particular images. Stieglitz' platinum and palladium prints, and Strand's
rich prints on fine-textured papers such as Illustrator's Special, etc. Here I have
used the term "brilliancy" in reference to the print. It is not enough to say that
brilliancy is the arithmetic equivalent of the log reflection density. A print, in the
reflection densitometer, may reveal a long scale of values; shown under ordinary
conditions it may appear quite flat. Why? Let us display a brilliant glossy print in
a white room illuminated by bright but diffuse light. The print will appear both flat
and dark.
The eyes have accommodated themselves to the general "surround" of brightness
and the image values become, accordingly, relatively dark. In addition, if we minimize the general scattered environmental light, we will find that the brilliancy scale
of the print is greatly increased. Maximum brilliance would be achieved by illuminating the print with a strong light (say a 200 watt flood lamp at 6 feet distance)
and completely shielding the print from all scattered light and environmental reflections. However, if the light is too strong and the intense blacks of the image appear

slightly gray we know we are losing our brilliancy range, the light is actually penetrating the silver and also reflecting a bit from its surface. I suppose this could all
be calculated on a physical basis — but it is far better to evaluate the optimum
lighting of a print on a purely visual and emotionally satisfying basis. Once the
optimum conditions are achieved, we can analyze them to perfection, and we can
sometimes duplicate them to advantage. I have found, however, that the optimum
display of prints is one of the most difficult and unpredictable procedures in the
entire domain of photography.
I could continue for a long time laboring the refinements of definitions in the
mechanical aspects of photography. Before I leave this subject, I would like to
plead for some consideration of logical fixed meanings — film speed, for example.
Once I have established a working speed for any negative material I never change
the speed as such because of filters, lens-extensions, etc. The film speed remains the
same, the exposure is modified by filter factors, extensions, etc. To use a film of
200 ASA speed at 100 speed just because a K2 filter is employed — while giving
practically the same result involves a disjointed sequence of value awareness.
One of the most important facilities the photographer can acquire is the intuitive
awareness of the basic response of his material to light. This should be a constant,
and this constant used to determine the basic exposure. Then, the additional modifying factors are applied, to the basic exposure values — not to the film speed. I
assure you, discipline in such procedures will prevent many disasters and establish
a solid and accurate resource of technique.
I think we should carefully examine some of the fundamentals — terms so
familiar and frequently used that their true meaning may escape us. Let us think
about such simple terms as form, textures, substance, luminosity, etc.; how we
throw these about with careless ease! For example: the word form. I believe we
can speak of a Weston photograph of a rock or shell as being a "rock form" or
"shell form." The important thing to realize is that the rock and the shell were, in
themselves, only shapes — configurations in chaos. They became forms only when
sublimated by the vision and visualization of the artist, and organized within the
space of his picture, and appropriately exposed, developed and printed.
The simulation of reality is only the first stage of the creative photographic process; reality transfigured by the imaginative processes departs constructively from
itself. There have been thousands of photographs of rocks, shells and landscapes
which possess all of the superficial factual information and perhaps more than a
Weston photograph may convey; yet this factual description is not enough.
The essential elements of creative vision — a complex of time, space and love —
is absolute. We expect it in the fine arts, in great music and literature. We are sometimes perplexed when confronted with it in photography. We ask, "How can something be both real and magical?" Magical a photograph may not often be. But one
thing we know; it can never be truly real. I am reminded of the patron who at a
Picasso exhibit said to the Master, "Mr. Picasso, I do not understand this painting
entitled FISH; it certainly does not look like a fish to me!" Picasso replied —
"Madam, why should it look like a fish — it is a painting!" A photograph can be
nothing else but a photograph. We cannot define it as a counterfeit of reality — or
even a reflection of reality. It remains, simply and inevitably, a photograph. Reality
is just one element in the process of taking a photograph.
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We, as photographers and artists, must have a mental, spiritual and ethical attitude to begin with; if we are conditioned for the artistic (creative) experience and
facing the world thus conditioned, we accost situations of reality as recognizable
potentials for creative expression. We can say, simply, we "recognize." Now, the
"drive to speak" rests upon the stimulus of recognition. What do we have to "say"?
To the artist this comes with a clear-cut immediacy; we visualize the final picture,
sometimes broadly, sometimes with extraordinary and acute detail. We now have a
complex of definitions: condition, recognition, visualization. "Purpose," the function of the work, probably rests in the domain of "condition." Now, apart from the
necessary mechanics, the picture is made, at the moment of visualization. Craft
enters the scene, the command of mechanics—which we may term technique—must
be available.
With our visualization well in hand, our craft procedures will probably be: first,
to assume the optimum camera position. Second, to evaluate the brightness of the
subject. Third, to organize these brightnesses on the exposure scale, and thereupon.
calculate the exposure and development required to realize our visualization. Sometimes this procedure is fully worked out in step-by-step detail; at other times it is
swiftly and intuitively accomplished. Quantities and qualities of the subject must
be related to the performance of the equipment and the response of the sensitive
film and paper. The shutter is operated and then the negative developed. The negative can now be compared to a musical score. It is ready for its performance: the
print.
We now enter a different room of the mansion of photography. We have our
"score"; if properly composed, technically and aesthetically, it can be performed
so as to re-create the original visualized intention. However, we find quite often
that we can enlarge upon the experience projected at the moment of visualization;
we approach the making of the print exactly as some fine musician modulates and
refines the message of the score before him. Yet, we must always remain within the
limitations and resonances of the medium itself. Here is where the manipulators
make their fatal error: they build pyramids of foam rubber and interpret the grand
calligraphy of God in squeezed and shallow patterns. What I think we can call the
microscopic revelation of the lens is just an associative clarity of perception, mood
and communication. Above all, a thrilling relationship with that completely wonderful thing we call the World.
You might well ask: "What has all the above got to do with definitions of photography?" I think it has a lot to do with them. It helps define the definitions themselves! Let's go back and dissect some of the thought presented: subject vs. the
camera. There is a considerable difference in organizational approach of a Weston
to the external world of chaotic reality and to the approach of a photographer who
arranges his world and then records this arrangement in his camera. Quite often
we see combinations of these extremes. The purely analytic nature of photography
and the purely synthetic nature of painting, for example, are seldom realized. In
the former case, the subject is untouched; only the camera moves into optimum
position. Perhaps obstructions in the line of sight can be removed and even objects
of obviously distracting character can be extracted from the field of view, without
depreciating the "purity" of the statement. But when any arrangement in situ
takes place, any figure is "posed," any condition of lighting is altered, something
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more than observation or pure analysis enters the pattern. We are now exercising
some control of the world by establishing some elements of form within the matrix
of chaotic shape. As this control expands, interpretation becomes modified by the
flux of recording; finally, with total arrangement, we will have only total recording.
The creative qualities are found in entirety in the scene before the camera. There
is nothing right or wrong in these various combinations — but it is, I think, important that the photographer recognize the basic differences involved.
Much contemporary work is poor because of this indefinite grasp of the fundamental concepts of the medium. Conflicts of reality and fancy, of the purely
"natural" embroidered with threads of the artificial, etc., merely represent a confusion of style and viewpoint unless the purpose is clearly revealed. For example,
consider an advertising picture where we have a well-seen and interpreted landscape in which two figures are arbitrarily positioned. The pseudo-perfection of this
placement and arrangement belies its character; this is not a "found" situation. On
the other hand, recall the Cartier-Bresson picture of the little girl wandering down
the tree-shaded street of a southern town. Everything here is "found"; the sensitivity
of the photographer creates organization out of chaos. But, on the other hand, recall
the picture by Edward Weston of the Negro sculptor sitting in his work-shed and
beaming squarely at the camera. Here Weston re-created a real situation, which is
both symbolic and actual. I can describe a picture I have made of the Chief of
Police of Honolulu — an intentional symbolic composition — the figure placed
against a vista of the city. I remember a portrait of Hauptmann by Steichen — a
noble leonine figure placed against a backdrop of stars. This we might call a stylized
environmental portrait which we should show along with the beautiful and tender
photograph by Arnold Genthe of Edna St. Vincent Millay in the blossoming
orchard. Perhaps we are now discussing definitions which transcend the power of
words to clarify. But it is very important to think about them because we can enter
upon dangerous grounds through insensitive attempts to be sensitive! There is
nothing more sacred than the inner self, both of the perceptor and that of the
spectator. To verbalize an image is to blight it. Here, in this important area of
thought one must have sound definitions — but they must be his own. They must
be realized not in words but in the terms of the medium itself.
Now, perhaps it would be good to show a few images in various media, simply
to help us clarify our impressions of "reality." There is no attempt here to make
comparisons of worth or to imply one medium performs better than the other.
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I would like to close by showing you a few
pictures which I think reflect the qualities and
potentials of photography in the poetic aspect.
These are not all intended as examples of "masterpieces" but I think they will illustrate or
suggest some of the underlying concepts all
artists must evoke in the creation of their work.
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT BY DAGUERRE
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Among the quantity of documents which the late Gabriel Cromer collected on the history of photography in France was a single printed sheet
containing Daguerre's own description of how, with the help of Nicephore Niepce, he invented the process known as the daguerreotype. A
photographic reproduction of this broadside was included in the Cromer
Collection which, in 1948, was turned over to the George Eastman
House for safekeeping by the Eastman Kodak Company, which had
purchased the collection in 1939.
Apparently this broadside is unique. Until attention was drawn to it
in an article on Daguerre which we contributed to Modern Photography,
December, 1951, its existence was unknown to historians. It is a document of prime importance for the understanding of Daguerre's epochal
invention.
That it was printed before January 15, 1839, is evident from the fact
that the broadside announces that public subscriptions will be opened
on that date. It is probably earlier than January 7, when Francois Arago
lectured on the technique at a meeting of the French Academy of
Sciences, and announced that he would propose the purchase of Daguerre's invention by the government — a course which was followed.
Evidently Daguerre had intended to offer his secret process directly to
the public, but changed his plans when Arago suggested its purchase
by the Government. It is not unlikely that the broadside was never
issued.
Daguerre's prediction of the uses of his invention is remarkably prophetic, and his conclusion that this invention gives nature the power to
reproduce herself is basic to future discussions of photographic esthetic.
Our translation is deliberately kept as literal as possible.

DAGUERREOTYPE.

La decouverte que j'annonce au public est du pelit nombre de celles qui, par leurs
principes, leurs resultats, et l'heureuse influence qu'elles doivent exercer sur les arts, se
placent naturellement parmi les inventions les plus utiles et les plus extraordinaires.
Elle consiste dans la reproduction spontanee des images de la nature recues dans la
chambre noire, non avec leurs couleurs mais avec une grande finesse de degradation de
teintes.
M. NICEPHORE NIEPCE, de Chalons-sur-Saone, deja connu par son amour pour les arts.
par de nombrcuses et utiles inventions, et qu'une mort aussi prompte qu'inattendue vint
ravir a safamille et aux sciences le 5 juillet 1833, avail trouve, apres de longues annees de
recherches et un travail opiniatre, un principe a cette importante decouverte; il etait
parvenu, par des experiences multipliees et varices a l'infini, a obtenir l'image de la nature
a l'aide d'une chambre noire ordinaire; mais son appareil ne presentant pas la nettete
necessaire, et les substances sur lesquelles il operait n'etant pas assez sensibles a la lumiere.
son travail, quoique surprenant dans ses resultats, etait neanmoins tres incomplet.
Demon cote, je m'etais deja occupe de recherches semblables. Cefut dans ces circons¬
tances, en 1828, que des relations s'etablirent entre M. NIEPCE et moi, a la suite desquelles
nous formames une societe a l'effet de cooperer au perfectionnement de cette decouverte.
J'apportai a la societe une chambre noire modifiee par moi pour cette application, et
qui, repandant sur un plus grand champ de l'image une grande nettete, influa beaucoup
sur nos succes ulterieurs. Quelques modifications importantes que je fis subir au procede.
jointea aux recherches continuelles de M. NIEPCE, nous faisaient presager un heureux
denouement, lorsque la mort vint me separer d'un homme qui, a de vastes et profondes
connaissances, unissait toutes les qualites du coeur; qu'il me soit permis de payer ici a sa
memoire, qui me sera toujours chere, un juste tribut d'estime et de regrets.
Sensiblement affecte de cette perte, j'avais momenlantment abandonne nos travaux;
mais bientot, ies poursuivant avec ardeur, j'atteignis au but que nous nous etions propose.
Ce resultat, heureux en apparence, ne rendait cependant pas avec asses d'exactitude les
effets de la nature, parce que l'operation restait soumise a la lumiere pendant plusieurs
heures.
Dans cet etat, cette decouverte etait extraordinaire, mais elle ne pouvait pas avoir un
but d'utilite.
Je savais que le seul moyen de reussir completement etait d'arriver a une promptitude
telle, qu'elle put produire ces memes effets dans l'espace de quelques minutes, afin que
les ombres da soleil dans la nature n'eussent pas le'temps de changer, et que l'execution du
precede fut aussi plus facile.

C'est la solution de ce principe que j'anuonce aujourd'hui; cet autre procede, dont la
base differe entiercment et auquel j'ai donnte mon nom en l'intitulant DAGUERREOTYPE,
sous le rapport de la promptitude, de la nettete de l'image, de la degradation delicate des
teintes, et surtout de la perfection des details, est bien supericur a celni que M. NIEPCE a invente,
inalgre tons les perfectionocmens que j'y avals apporrtes, puisque comparativement la
difference de sensibilite a la lumiere est comme 1 a 70, et comparativement avec la
substance connue sous le nom de chlorure d'argent, elle est comme 1 a 120. II ne faut
pour avoir une image parfaite de la nature, que le court espace de trois d trente minutes au
plus, selon la saison dans laquelle on opera el le plus ou moins d'intensite de lumiere.
L'etnpreinte de la nature se reproduirait beaucoup plus promptement encore dans les
pays ou la lumiere est plus intense qu'a Paris, comme l'Espague, l'fialie, l'Afrique, etc., etc.
Avec ce procede, sans aucune notion de dessin, sans aucune connaissance en chimie et
en physique, on pourra en quelques minutes prendre les points de vue les plus detailles,
les sites les plus pittoresques, car les moyens d'execution sontsimples, ils n'exigent aucune
connaissance speciale pour etre pratiques, il ne faut que du soin et un peu d'habitude
pour reussir parfaitement.
Chacun, a l'aide du DAGUERREOTYPE, fera la vue de son chateau ou de sa maisou de
campagne: on se formera des collections en tous genres d'autant plus precieuses que
l'art ne peut les imiter sous le rapport de l'exactitude et de la perfection des details, et qu'elles
sont rendues inalterables a la lumiere; on pourra meme faire le portrait: la mobility du
modele presente, il est vrai, quelques difficultes pour reussir completement.
Cette importante decouverte, susceptible de toutes les applications, sera non seulement
d'un grand interet pour la science, mais elle donnera aussi une nouvelle impulsion aux
arts, et loin de nuire a ceux qui les pratiqueut, elle leur sera d'une grande ulilite. Les
gens du monde y trouveront l'occupation la plus attrayante; et quoique le resultat s'obtienne
a l'aide de moyens chimiques, ce petit travail pourra plaire bcaucoup aux dames.
Enfin le DAGUERREOTYPE n'est pas un instrument qui sert a dessiner la nature, mais
un precede chimique et physique qui lul donne la facilite de se reproduire d'elle-meme.

DAGUERRE,
PEINTRE,

INVENIEUA

ET

DIRECTEUR

DU

DIORAMA

NOTA. Le 15 Janvier 183g, une Eiposition composee d'une quarantaine d'epreuves constatant les resultats
da DAGUERREOTYPE, sera ouverte en meme temps qu'une souscription dont les conditions seront
annoncces a cette epoque.
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THE TRANSLATION
is of that small number which,
in their principle, results, and potential influence on the arts, naturally take their
place with the most useful and extraordinary inventions.
It consists in the spontaneous reproduction of the images of nature received in
the camera obscura — not with their colors, but with great delicacy of tonal
gradations.
M. Nicephore Niepce of Chalons-sur-Saone, already known for his love of the
arts and for his numerous useful inventions at the time of his sudden and unexpected death, which snatched him from his family and from science on July 5,
1833, had found after long years of research and determined work one principle
of this important discovery. He succeeded through many ever-varied experiments
in obtaining nature's image with an ordinary camera obscura; but his apparatus
not offering the necessary sharpness and the material which he used not being
sufficiently light-sensitive, his work, however surprising in its results, was nevertheless very incomplete.
For my part, I had already busied myself with similar research. It was under
these circumstances that relations were established between M. Niepce and myself
in 1828, following which we formed a partnership for the purpose of working
together in perfecting this discovery.
I contributed to the partnership a camera which I had modified for this use and
which, by extending great sharpness over a larger field of the image, had much to
do with our later success. Certain important modification which I had applied to
the process, joined to the continued research of M. Niepce, led us to predict a
happy conclusion, when death separated me from a man who united all the qualities of the heart to vast and profound knowledge. May I be permitted here to pay
a fitting tribute of esteem and sorrow to his memory, which will ever be dear to me.
Greatly affected by this loss, I gave up for the time being our work; but soon,
following it up with zeal, I attained the goal we had intended.
Still the result, although apparently successful, did not record with enough
exactness the effects of nature because the operation was left subjected to light for
several hours.
In this state, the discovery was extraordinary, but it could not serve a useful end.
I knew that the only means of complete success was to attain a speed such that it
could produce the same effect in the space of a few minutes, so that the sun's rays
would not have time to move, and also so that the mechanics of the process would
be simpler.
It is the solution of this problem I am announcing today. This other process,
which is basically quite different and to which I have given my name by titling it
Daguerreotype, is greatly superior in speed, in sharpness of image, in the delicate
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gradation of tones, and in the perfection of detail to that which M. Niepce invented,
in spite of all the improvements that I made to it. The difference of light sensitivity
is as 1 to 70, and compared with the substance known as silver chloride it is as 1 is
to 120. To have a perfect image of nature there is needed only the short time of
three to thirty minutes at the most, according to the season in which one works
and the greater or lesser intensity of the light.
Nature's image will reproduce itself still more quickly in countries where the
light is more intense than in Paris, as Spain, Italy, Africa, etc., etc.
By this process, without any notion of drawing, without any knowledge of chemistry or physics, it will be possible to take in a few minutes the most detailed views,
and the most picturesque sites, for the technical means are simple, and require
no special knowledge to be used. Only care and a little practice is needed to succeed perfectly.
Everyone, with the help of the Daguerreotype, will make a view of his chateau
or his country house: collections of all kinds will be formed of great value, for art
can imitate neither the exactness of the pictures nor their perfect detail, and they
are rendered unalterable to further effect of light. It will even be possible to make
portraits: the movement of the model presents, it is true, some difficulties for complete success.
This important discovery, applicable to all purposes, will not only be of great
interest to science, but it will also give a new stimulus to art and far from harming
those who practise it, will be of great use to them. Gentlemen of the world will
find it a most entertaining occupation, and although the results are obtained
by chemical means, this little work will please the ladies.
Finally: The Daguerreotype is not an instrument to be used to draw nature, but
a chemical and physical process which gives her the ability to reproduce herself.

DAGUERRE
Painter, Inventor and Director of the Diorama

Note: On January 15, 1839, an exhibition made up of forty pictures showing the
results of the Daguerreotype will be opened with a subscription, the conditions of
which will be announced at that time.
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IN 1950 THE FIRST MOTION PiCTUBES were
placed in the study collection of the George
Eastman House. Each year since then the
collection has increased at a most encouraging rate thanks to the generosity and continued interest of the motion picture industry, the gifts of anonymous friends and particularly through the valuable privilege of

exchanging early films with the various
members of the International Federation of
Film Archives.
T h e year 1958 has been a magical period
for the film collection, far outstripping any
other time in the measure of cinematic riches
arriving at E a s t m a n House. No less than
three h u n d r e d thirty-three titles w e r e a d d e d
to the film collection; one h u n d r e d fifty-five
complete features a n d one h u n d r e d seventyeight short subjects.
In addition to American films, there w e r e
represented in last year's additions, outstanding examples of the finest work of Mexico, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Japan,
Russia, F r a n c e , C a n a d a a n d t h e U n i t e d
Kingdom.
Typical of the breath-taking surprises of
the year was the d a y w h e n Mr. T. R. W h i t e ,
a prominent Rochesterian, came walking
u n a n n o u n c e d into t h e E a s t m a n H o u s e office bearing a large metal candy box with
twelve small tins of film inside. H e explained
that the box h a d been in the attic of his
Rochester h o m e "for over fifty years" and in
t h e process of moving, it h a d fallen into the
doubtful category of something to b e thrown
out or perhaps, if it h a d any value, donated
to a museum.
T h e dozen little films were, it t u r n e d out,
Edison Kinetoscope subjects which h a d
been given to Mr. W h i t e w h e n h e was a
small boy a n d lived in Elizabeth, N e w Jersey. These are t h e twelve subjects from Mr.
White's attic — all of t h e m in astonishingly
excellent condition:
SEMINARY GIRLS 1897. This is a brief vignette of the most innocent gaiety of the 'nineties: a group of young ladies having let their
hair down, are seen in a pillow fight.
THE WASH WOMAN'S TROUBLES 1897. A
naughty boy, a woman bending over the wash
tub and the inevitable upset of the sudsy water; this was a favorite and much repeated
theme of the earliest films.
DOGS PLAYING IN THE SURF 1898
MARKET SCENE, CITY O F MEXICO 1898
JONES AND HIS PAL IN TROUBLE 1899.
Jones was one of the earliest series characters
in the movies and he was always in trouble.
(Jones' Interrupted Sleighride, Jones' Return

From the Club, etc.) The part was usually
played by James White of the Edison Company who had also doubled in the production
office. The series must have been a popular
one for Edison's greatest competitor, the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Company, developed a Jones series a few years later.
THE DONKEY PARTY 1901
THE GOLF GIRLS AND THE TRAMP
MILLER AND CHIMNEY SWEEP
OSTRICHES FEEDING
THE SIX SISTERS DANIEFF. Mr. Edison, not
content with simply releasing his own little
productions, also imported films from
France. This one, released by the Edison
Company in 1903 featured a buxom sextette
of continental acrobats in a typical variety
turn. Other imported releases were:
A DUTCHMAN SHAVING
THE OTHER FELLOW'S LAUNDRY-which
of course was far too small for the fellow
shown trying desperately to get into the undersized clothing.
F i n d i n g silent films in good condition is a
problem that increases each year with logarithmic progressions. T h u s E a s t m a n House
considers it especially fortunate that among
the seventy silent features rescued in 1958,
the following titles w e r e included:
TRAMP TRAMP TRAMP 1926, the Harry
Langdon comedy, directed by Harry Edwards, assisted by Frank Capra with no less
than Joan Crawford in the cast.
LONG PANTS 1927, directed by Capra, starring Harry Langdon.
THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN 1926, directed by Sidney Olcott with Richard Barthelmess.
THE GRAND DUCHESS AND
THE
WAITER 1926 is Malcolm St. Clair's most
charming comedy. In the cast are Florence
Vidor and Adolphe Menjou.
THREE'S A CROWD 1927 is another Langdon
feature, this time with the comedian taking
over as director as well.
THE CHASER 1928, directed by and starring
Harry Langdon.
M'LISS 1918 is another of the exhilarating Mary
Pickford vehicles. This one, directed by the
late Marshall Neilan, has a whole cast of veterans: Thomas Meighan, Theodore Roberts,
Tully Marshall and Monte Blue. The script
was taken from a story by Bret Harte.
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MOULIN ROUGE 1928 is a curious film by E.
A. Dupont. Here the director of Variety
turned to the almost documentary filming of
an entire variety program: the Moulin Rouge
Revue. The star is Olga Tschechowa and other than the complete revue acts, the film is
devoted almost exclusively to lingering closeups of the actress by Werner Brandes. Either
the cameraman or the director was determined to make the film a long cinematic devotional to her loveliness.
I KISS YOUR HAND MADAME 1929 is one
of the German pictures starring Marlene
Dietrich that appeared before her triumph in
The Blue Angel. Directed by Robert Land
and carried into local popularity by the hit
tune (of the same name), this incredibly inept
picture is still made fascinating by the face of
Dietrich which I Kiss Your Hand Madame
proves conclusively Josef von Sternberg did
not discover.
ALRAUNE 1928, directed by Henrik Galeen
with Brigitte Helm, Paul Wegener and Ivan
Petrovich seems to be a "Gruselfilm" which
the Germans will never relinquish. It has
been remade twice as a talkie: in 1930 with
Brigitte Helm and since the war, with Hildegard Knef.
BORDERLINE 1930 is the most rare of the
silent features to come to Eastman House in
1958. It was made in Switzerland by Kenneth
MacPherson who edited the notable British
film periodical Closeup. Its stars are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Robeson and the film is delightfully
typical of the avant-garde creations of the
late twenties. This exceptional film has been
preserved and presented to Eastman House
through the thoughtfulness of Mr. Norman
Pearson.
Perhaps only because Mexico is so close
at hand, the films of this country h a v e b e e n
seriously neglected in forming a representative a n d international collection. It is to b e
h o p e d t h a t t w o Mexican features will prime
an a d e q u a t e flow to eventually fill in this
arid section of the archive.
ENEMIGOS 1933. Directed by Chano Oreta.
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LOS OLVIDADOS 1951 is the frighteningly
savage film which won the Grand Prize for
Direction for its maker, Luis Bunuel, at the
Cannes Festival. The great Mexican cameraman, Gabriel Figueroa, instead of concentrating on the gloriously pictorial effects for
which he is most noted, under Bunuel's direction, focused his pitiless lens on "the blind,
vengeful, lawless energy of delinquent

youth."

T h r e e dialogue films in G e r m a n are especially welcome; two of t h e m are the work
of the brilliant, disturbing, most baffling of
all the great directors, G. W . Pabst.
WESTFRONT 1918 (1930) is the Pabst film of
the first World War in which Claus Clausen
performed with such uncomfortable distinction. This is a film to be seen by everyone under the impression that All Quiet On The
Western Front is a good war picture.
DER PROZESS (THE TRIAL) 1948 is Pabst's
most controversial film. Made in Austria, it
dealt with an heroic stand against anti-Semitism in Hungary during the 1880's. The picture won the prize for the best direction at
the Venice Festival of 1948 and Ernst
Deutsch, in the lead, was cited as the best
actor of the year. But for Pabst, who had
made two films in Germany during the war,
to set up his first post-war film as a moving
outcry against Jewish persecution, raised
grave doubts in many minds about the sincerity of his work. It is extremely interesting
that the film was not shown in the commercial
theatres of post-war Germany. Its German
circulation was limited to showing by film
societies.
E H E IM S C H A T T E N ( M A R R I A G E I N
SHADOWS) 1947, directed by Kurt Maetzig, was the fourth entertainment feature to
be made in Germany after the end of the war.
It is based on the tragic fate of the popular
German actor Joachim Gottschalk who along
with his wife was hounded to death by the
Nazis. Sensitively acted by Ilse Steppat and
Paul Klinger, this under-stated film brings
home the real terror of the genocidal policies
of Goebbels in exploiting his domain of propaganda and enlightenment. It is far more effective than the most brutal films of mass destruction which the mind, heart and understanding all simply refuse to accept.
Acquisition of a Dreyer film alone would
make any year memorable. To a collection
which already includes The Passion Of
Jeanne D'Arc, Master of the House,
Leaves
Of Satan's Book a n d Vampyr, the arrival of
DAY O F WRATH 1943 is cause for particular
rejoicing. This remarkable picture was almost
stifled in the United States by unfavorable or
condescending reviews from most of the leading critics of New York. Through letters to
the newspapers by the late Theodore Huff
and the stalwart insistence of Archer Winsten, a few more admirers of Dreyer's work
were able to see one of his best films when it
was commercially released in this country.
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T h e Japanese section of the Eastman
House Collection was nobly b e g u n in 1956
w h e n six major features were presented by
the Japanese film industry. A splendid addition to the oriental films is
EDOJO MAKAITORU 1952. It was directed
by Tatsuo Osone and taken from a popular
romance rather explicitly titled: "The Bored
Banner Knight Forcibly Enters the Edo
Castle." The bored Baron is played by Utaemon Ichikawa (star of the first great color film,
Gate of Hell) but the memorable performance is that of a former actress and singer of
the Takarazuka Troupe who has become a
specialist in that very special Japanese accomplishment, the traditional swordplay,
chambara.
Biographical films unfortunately h a v e not
often b e e n very successful as pictures of enduring excellence. O n e t r e m e n d o u s exception is the Russian
CHILDHOOD O F MAXIM GORKI 1938.
This is the first and best, part of a trilogy directed by Mark Donskoi. Gorki's autobiography was (surprisingly, for a movie) the basis
of the scenario. The film is unique among the
Russian pictures that have come to this country, in successfully capturing a warm and
human feeling with complete credibility
while dealing with a great national figure. It
is an achievement that deserves preservation
to serve as a goal to which all serious screen
biography might well aspire.
Three films from Sweden are indicative of
the sustained creative vigor of the Swedish
film industry, small only in area:
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HIMLASPELET 1942 is a beautiful and early
work of Alf Sjoberg whose later Hets and
Froken Julie staked out some of the first new
regions of cinematic advance since the start
of the second world war. The
Heavenly
Play shows Sjoberg's complete harmony
with the traditions of Stiller and Seastrom; a
perfect national background for his later
achievement of a masterpiece of full stature
in Miss Julie.
SKEPP TILL INDIALAND 1947 was directed
by Ingmar Bergman and is filled with the
sharp consciousness and gathering power of
a young gifted director destined to challenge
the greatest film makers with the arrival of
his own artistic maturity.
HON DANSADE EN SOMMAR 1951 by
Arne Mattson with Ulla Jacobsson. "One
Summer of Happiness" won the grand prize
at Cannes in 1952.

A g r o u p of t h r e e exceptional F r e n c h films
is h e a d e d with t h e special distinction of:
MONSIEUR VINCENT 1947 which was directed by Maurice Cloche and characterized
by perhaps the greatest performance of
Pierre Fresnay as St. Vincent de Paul. Honored in France, at Venice, in Belgium and
London, this almost overwhelming film was
even recognized by an Academy Award in
1948. This is the film to be seen by all those
who doubt that the motion picture has ever
risen to the point of unquestionable inspiration in dealing with a spiritual theme. Writing in the London Times, Dilys Powell admitted: "For once the screen has transcended
its own means."
THE WALLS OF MALAPAGA 1949 (Au dela
des grilles) was made by Rene Clement in
Genoa. Clement took Jean Gabin to Italy,
filmed a scenario written in part by Zavattini
and proceeded to match the Italians at their
own game of shooting on the streets. To really
bring the lesson home, he converted the Italian glamour queen Isa Miranda to an actress
as real and more womanly than Anna Magnani. (She won the Award for Best Actress
with this role in Cannes.) Clement's brilliant
film is the best summing up of the soulless
defeatism of the existentialists and Gabin is
the only actor in the world qualified to embody physically and histrionically this epidemic disease of the post-war world. As a
companion piece to Monsieur Vincent, The
Walls of Malapaga brackets in the most distant outpost of the best of French film making, the furthest removed from the glowing
humanity of Fresnay's St. Vincent with its resounding echo of an unforgotten and more
noble past.
LES VISITEURS DU SOIR 1943 is Marcel
Carne's sumptuous souvenir of French production under German occupation. Arletty
plays the medieval beauty.
Representation of the British dialogue
film has been an unfortunately t h r e a d b a r e
area thus far in t h e study collection; five
skillful United Kingdom productions go far
to repair this deficiency. They are:
SABOTAGE 1936 one of the best if one of
least popular of the Hitchcock thrillers. It is
moreover one that best stands the test of
time. Partly responsible are the performances
of Oscar Homolka and Sylvia Sidney.
MAJOR BARBARA of 1941 is one of the group
of Shaw's properties entrusted to the cinematic treatment of Gabriel Pascal. Such a
cast as Wendy Hiller Rex Harrison, Emlyn
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Williams, Deborah Kerr, Robert Newton,
Robert Morley, Sybil Thorndike and Donald
Calthrop provided better insurance than
Lloyds to the proper handling of the author's
precious characters.
DEAD OF NIGHT 1945 is the omnibus grotesquerie directed by Cavalcanti, Crichton,
Dearden and Hamer that constituted one of
the talking-pictures' few creditable excursions into the supernatural.
BRIEF ENCOUNTER 1946 was David Lean's
first major bid for the place among the world's
top rank directors which he quickly consolidated with Great Expectations and OLIVER
TWIST 1950. In Brief Encounter, Lean deftly directed Trevor Howard and Celia Johnson in truly astonishing performances based
on material of dubious solidity furnished by
Noel Coward. On ground far more firm with
Dickens, he brought out of Alec Guinness,
Robert Newton, Kay Walsh and Francis Sullivan a version of Oliver Twist that should
last forever.
Worthy of special mention a m o n g the 178
short subjects a d d e d in 1958 are the National Film Board of Canada's extraordinary

CITY OF GOLD, the poetic photo-essay on
Dawson City; Norman McLaren's hilarious
A CHAIRY TALE, and the fascinating
British efforts in Tri-X Realism: MOMMA
DON'T ALLOW and NICE TIME.
The most significant part of this report,
concerning the acquisition of immensely important American films (covering a time
range from 1914 to 1954) can only be halftold at the present. It involves the precedentsetting generosity of the American motion
picture industry and the encouraging recognition, at last, of the need for preserving motion pictures for something more than further commercial exploitation. The first
major breakthrough came with one of the
foremost of this country's producing company's decision, on its own initiative, to
place over fifty-three of its outstanding productions for safe-keeping and preservation
in the Eastman House archive. Since this
initial deposit of fifty-three negatives is only
a portion of the projected loan collection,
details must be withheld until the operation
is completed.
Less than a month after this event, Warner Brothers Pictures decided to give to
Eastman House, its entire New York City
collection of motion picture stills. This consists of over two million still photographs including Warner, First National and Vitagraph releases. In addition, Warner Brothers
placed in the loan collection the negatives
of some fifty-three First National and Vitagraph silent features. Delighted staff members are still happily working on the problem of identifying many of these pictures
which were acquired from various sources
by the producers when rights were purchased for re-makes of earlier films.
Sometimes the cause for film preservation
seems to be advanced with two steps forward followed by three to the rear. All of us
who are concerned for the future of the
films of the past fervently hope that 1958
will set an irreversible trend.
JAMES CARD
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1959 again offer what each editor or jury has settled on as the
greatest pictures of contemporary photography. The collective vision of more than
1000 photographers is represented throughout the pages of these seven annuals
by over 1200 reproductions elastically stretching between superb quality and the
THE ANNUALS FOR
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optical misfortunes of the mediocre. A picture world of popular sentiment making
a meal of a changeless variety of events. Mingled throughout the parade of extraeventful photojournalism, gadget-vision, cheesecake, and visualized desires coined
for the advertiser are to be found images of individual revelations from photographers who explore existence for an emotional ripening never to be found in sensationalism.
PICTURES THAT TALK . . . U. S. CAMERA 1959 is outstanding this year for
bringing together in book form some of the important events of historic significance
which were brought to focus in the photography world of 1958. The first fifty pages
present a sensitively edited version of Edward Steichen's exhibition Seventy Photographers Look at New York. Although only 24 photographers are represented
by 56 reproductions, the essential value and theme of the exhibition is retained
and offers a valuable record of one of the major photographic exhibitions originating at the Museum of Modern Art. A monograph on Edward Weston follows with
four of the most often published images together with four color reproductions of
Weston's Kodachrome images of Point Lobos. A series of six portfolios by as many
well known photographers leads to a section given over to the work of 57
'American-International' photographers under the heading "Fine Pictures,"
and this is annualism enough for anyone. The "Special Features" section does
great honor to that nearly forgotten pioneer process of photography: the Daguerreotype. An exciting account of the technique and the unique position this
medium achieved in America between 1839 and 1861 is presented in an article by
Beaumont Newhall, illustrated with ten reproductions from the exhibition "America in Daguerreotypes," organized at the George Eastman House.
Brief evaluation of "Photography in Advertising Art" by Walter Grotz forms an
interesting illustration when related to the observant article by Horst R. Kratzmann published in The German Photographic Annual 1959. "Winners of the Second Festival of Film Artists" by James Card, reprinted from IMAGE, lends a
refreshing view into the past era of American Cinema, relating the legacy of films
from the 1920s to an evaluation worthy of exploration: "The film is an art that
becomes nobler and more meaningful in retrospect." There follows "The Next
Fifteen Years of Rocketry" by Dr. Harold W. Ritchey which brings photography
abruptly up to the minute as a dispassionate witness to the technological war
against space. The article is factual and with the innocent cognition of the many
high-speed photos which translate these modern facts into vision we may become
readily accustomed to the terrors of tomorrow. The advertisers have a section
(with index) at the end of the book. Pictures That Talk is equipped for more than
the transient appeal which most annuals have achieved in the past, and is a convincing demonstration that current photography is beginning to talk in sentences.
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THE GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL 1959 brings its long accomplished
gift of fine reproduction and responsible layout together with thoughtful writings
by eminent men who endeavor to give German National Photography a growing
place in their own self-consciousness. The editor presents a series of three portfolios
before the main body of text. Herbert List is represented by six recent images
realized during a journey through the Caribbean. These few images offer sensitive
insight fused with the repose found in those humans still aware and respectful of
man's roots in Nature. Along with the photographer's own comments which preface

the full page reproductions, one may find a profound contrast of meaning between
this side of humanity and the artificial volcano of values dramatically uncovered
in W. Eugene Smith's "Pittsburgh Story" (published exclusively in the 1959 Photography Annual).
Robert Hausser is represented by five images which demonstrate his ability to
record thoroughly what he commits himself to see of life beyond the requirements
of commercial assignments. His "Spring in the Vineyard" is an image which grows
in the mind like a parable — one of the few instances where a picture title presents
a striking factual contrast to the image and leads to a lasting experience.
THE PONTIS GROUP, a band of young photographers who work separately
and sometimes together with the expressed aim "to make banalities into striking
pictures," is represented by one picture from each of the six photo-reporters.
Although there is a striking similarity to the average vision of news photography,
these moments are cleansed with the grace and immediacy of youthful impulse,
leaving the mind free for the body of text which follows.
Dr. Karl Pawek, editor of the periodical Magnum, constructs a remarkable
synthesis from the problems of "style" and "communication" existing in present-day
photography in his article "Do We Have a Photographic Style Today?" Pawek's
considerations offer affirmative values worthy of study by anyone concerned
with the upward growth of communicative photography. It is unfortunate that
the ideas which vivify this encouraging essay are reflected, if at all, only fragmentarily and superficially throughout the section entitled "The Pictures." Excluding the three initial portfolios selected by the editor, all illustrations in this
annual were judged and passed into print by a jury of seven outstanding individuals
in the photographers' world of western Europe. One image, "The Writing on the
Wall" by Wolfgang Reiswitz, stands there among the entirety like a real tree among
the dandelions. Here the inner and outer realities have combined with the photographer's understanding to form a visual miracle within the scope of the annual's
popular appeal. Two more articles of special interest conclude the text. Horst R.
Kratzmann writes on "Photography and Publicity Photography in the USA" as a
European photographer visiting the studios of top U. S. advertising cameramen
seeing their working habits and witnessing the results of their intention to make
pictures that will sell products.
A learned article, "High-Speed Photography," by H. Schardin describes the
variety of valuable results already obtained with the high-speed camera following
the pioneer investigations of the physicist Ernst Mach as early as 1880, and the
high degree of perfection which C. Cranz developed with the technique by the end
of the nineteenth century.
1959 PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL, one of the last to be found in paper binding
at a popular price, presents more of "the world's finest photographs" per page
capacity than any other annual. Carefully arranged into 13 departments, it is a
handy department-store concentration of visual meaning marked down to attract
the taste of all hasty pedestrians in life. The heart of this year's endeavor claims the
largest area ever given over to the active forces of one photographer. Near the
center of the contents can be found W. Eugene Smith's "Pittsburgh Story," the heartbeats being so highly compressed they go off like an electric buzzer if one pauses
over an image.
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PHOTOGRAPHY YEARBOOK 1959 is genuinely international in scope and
taste, representing pictorial photography in an array of imagery. Pictures are
chosen, for the most part, with a good sense towards the meaningful effect which
fine photography may produce on human understanding. Nine photographers are
"starred" where they appear throughout the volume and represent outstanding camera work from seven different countries. A comprehensive variety of work from
twelve countries and the British Commonwealth is blended together into a psychologically stimulating page to page relationship running continuously through the
book, unbroken by headings and text, nor the fragmentary visual riots often
encountered in other annuals. Providing ample space and image quality, this lively
salon exhibition in permanent book form invites the viewer to spend moments and
hours of enlightening participation within the visual understanding of 157 photographers. An index with technical data is complemented by reduced images for
immediate reference. It is announced that two additional volumes have been prepared and published to expand the scope of the yearbook. Gallery one contains
an overflow of over 90 photographs submitted for the Yearbook. Photography
Today presents the choice of the editor of the "cream of contemporary photographs"
from recent years.
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INTERNATIONAL PHOTOS is a bilingual (German-English) edition, regrouping in solid format, fashion, industrial, advertising and cheesecake photos plucked
from back-issues of Grossbild-Technik. Here is fine quality reproduction coupled
with commentaries aiming to justify the exposure of each large-format original.
PRAMIIERTE FOTOS — the only one of the annuals under review to come
from East Germany — is simply a congenial collection of salon photography depicting household events, landscapes, children, workmen in typical moments and a few
portraits bearing all the inexhaustible charms of the snapshot taken under optimum
conditions. It appears to be an exhibition arranged with restraint of emotions and
a careful avoidance of any event which may arouse the mind to search beyond that
which is completely obvious. Traditional of all the signs belonging to the salon
pictorialism of twenty years ago, with a ratio of meanings to subject always one
to one.
PICTURES OF INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SALON OF JAPAN
1958 reproduces 168 salon photographs entered by 33 nations in the 18th International Salon of Japan. Among the most interesting entries are those from Viet Nam.
There are many signs of life in this exhibition which were lacking in the East German Pramiierte Fotos, but on the whole both exhibitions stand on the same threshold of pictorial vision which was significantly entered and made into a public park
over twenty years ago.
Although there are several remarkable efforts from the editors of this year's
annuals, the meaning and content of all these books taken together does not touch
upon the explorations in camera-vision of the present day. The annual pictures are
geared fixedly to the apparent transition of outer events as the camera is able to
record them; not to the coexistent development of individual vision searched out
from within by a growing number of workers who express their understanding
through beautiful imagery in photography.
W A L T E R CHAPPELL

THE PICTURE HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY, from the Earliest Beginnings to the Present Day
by Peter Pollack. New York, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1958. 624 pp., 655 illustrations, 30 in
color. $17.50.

there could
be no better introduction than the collection of reproductions in Picture History
of Photography. Over six hundred illustrations present an opportunity to view
between two covers the choicest items of some of the world's great photographic
collections. Peter Pollack has united in a single volume the labors of such photographic historians as Beaumont Newhall and Helmut Gernsheim (to whom the
book is dedicated) and many specialists in the field. Approximately sixty percent
of the photographs in the book were provided by the George Eastman House;
for the most of the remainder, the collections of the Museum of Modern Art, The
Art Institute of Chicago, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, were drawn upon.
It is indeed unfortunate that such a brilliantly conceived work should be marred
by several blemishes. Three rather glaring omissions are the work of P. H. Emerson,
Paul Strand, and Eugene Smith. The stature of these men is such that their omission
jeopardizes the book's attempt to demonstrate the full scope of photography. In the
same light it is disappointing to see so few of the powerful photographs made by
Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange. On the credit side is the presentation of the
work of such hitherto little known photographers as Alexander Hesler, a pioneer of
Chicago, Thomas Eakins, the famous painter who used photography for motion
studies, Arnold Genthe, represented by his early candid shots of the streets of San
Francisco's Chinatown, and the Canadian, William Notman, although the portfolio
of his work shown in the book does not represent his far greater abilities and range
of subject.

FOR THE LAYMAN SUDDENLY DISCOVERING THE WORLD OF PHOTOGRAPHY

The third part of the book, "Masters of the Modern Era," although starting with
Stieglitz, Steichen, Atget, Weston, Adams, and other artists with a view camera,
seems to get bogged down in the review of miniature camera work. Pollack devotes
separate chapters to the more prominent photographers, and to the various schools
or phases. Thus Doisneau, Brassai, and Van der Elsken, share equal space and rank
with Cartier-Bresson, Duncan, Eisenstadt, Bourke-White, much to the detriment
of the first three whose work appears somewhat limited when seen so close to the
vastly greater range of subject and ability of the latter four. It is also disappointing
to find the great master and pioneer of miniature camera technique, Dr. Erich
Salomon, relegated to five photographs displayed with the work of the Bauhaus,
the famous German art school, with which he was never connected. A much
stronger and more historically clear approach would place Salomon, Eisenstadt,
and Bourke-White together, rather than presenting the last two separately, thus
presenting a stronger exposition of the development of photojournalism, an aspect
that the book neglects.
The concluding chapters, "Photography Today," and "Around the World in Fifty
Photographs," seem repetitious of earlier chapters on the work of the masters of the
miniature camera, and hardly give a true picture of photography today. Just a few
of the many exciting aspects of photography that this emphasis on miniature camera work overlooks; the work being done with the large format camera by such
photographers as Paul Strand, now working in Europe, Minor White, and others,
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working in the traditions and techniques of Weston, Adams in the United States.
Reinforcing the dazzling array of photographs is a very readable and sparkling
text — informative, dramatic, but not always accurate. There are a few careless
errors, such as a portrait of Ralph Waldo Emerson labelled Oliver Wendell
Holmes. More serious, are instances when, apparently for the sake of brevity and
compositional effect, the text contains misleading and inaccurate statements. Done
with the touch of a good story teller, the text will be a delight to the layman, but
of questionable value to the scholar.
The meticulous care which the author has taken to name the source of each
photograph in the caption will be of great value to students and researchers seeking
original pictorial sources. For both scholar and layman it is a grand parade of the
beautiful and dramatic images that are the history of photography.
ROBERT DOTY

THE WORLD IS YOUNG by Wayne Miller, New York: The Ridge Press; distributed by Pocket
Books and Simon & Schuster; 192 pages, 289 photographs; $1.50 (soft cover) and $10.00
(hard cover).

Family of Man exhibition were several memorable photos of
children struck by the terror of war, made by Wayne Miller, a skilled technician
with a 35mm camera, who worked on the exhibition as assistant to Edward Steichen.
This experience undoubtedly served to stimulate his awareness of the power of
photography to explore personal relationships. Returning to his family in the small
town of Orinda, Cal., he began the work that has resulted in the publication of this
book. But to do it he conceived new methods of working, new attitudes towards
his subjects, who now were his own four children, and later their friends and
schoolmates in the community. In the introduction Miller explains the method
behind his photography; "For three years I have tried to look with children rather
than at them, and to see through their eyes — and in their forms and faces — the
sense and meaning of the experiences that crowd each day when the world is
young."
PART OF THE EPIC
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The result is a fresh, sometimes whimsical, and always tender, view of the world
known only in childhood. The book begins with a cumulative camera portrait of
the Miller family and then carefully traces the personalities of the four children. It
then follows them out into the world of community and school and begins the
climb through the grades with all the attendant joys and trials of growing up. If the
viewer is ready to share his emotional experiences, the photographs transcend nostalgia and take on an inner life that is at once sympathetic and compelling.
It is also most encouraging to see such a beautiful photographic project, well
reproduced, and yet available in a low cost edition. In this format it follows a trail
blazed by the catalog of the Family of Man exhibition, and more recently Duncan's
The Private World of Pablo Picasso. Jerry Mason of The Ridge Press, the man
responsible for these handsome photographic publications, seems to have developed a method for commercial thematic photo-presentations. Let's hope that this
is an indication that there is more to come.
ROBERT DOTY

AGEE ON FILM. Reviews and Comments by James Agee. McDowell Obolensky, New York,
1958. 432 pages. $6.00.

To READ STRAIGHT THROUGH the perhaps too generous selection of James Agee's
often memorable pieces on all sorts of motion pictures that makes up the volume
Agee on Film, is a task that is both exasperating and nearly-inspiring. Not since
Vachel Lindsay wrote so warmly of his own love affair with the cinema in his 1914,
The Art of the Film, has any American poet confessed so unashamedly his infatuation with the movies.
Agee pursued his enchantress in three guises. From 1941 to 1948, he reviewed
pictures anonymously and rather briskly for Time. From 1942 to 1948 he was the
film critic for The Nation, often reviewing the same pictures he covered in Lucian
prose on his other assignment. It was the critical Agee of The Nation who most
completely bared his burning concern for motion pictures, an adoration that enabled him to praise the faintest hopeful signs in a picture as crude and inept as
Machaty's Jealousy and impelled him to qualify his admiration for as fine a film
as De Sica's Shoeshine. Of Shoeshine he wrote that it "seems to stand almost alone
in the world, and to be as restoring and jubilant a piece of news as if one had
learned that a great hero whom one had thought to be murdered or exiled or
corrupted still lives in all his valor. This is one of a few fully alive, fully rational
films ever made." Oddly, though, such an accomplishment is not enough to earn
summa cum laude from Agee. "The film is not a great or for that matter a wholly
well-realized work of art . . . Such feeling for form as there is, is more literary
than cinematic. But the quality and energy of spirit are so compelling, pervasive,
and valiant that I never felt, and cannot feel now, the pain or anger that is almost
inevitable in seeing a good thing fall short of its best possibilities."
Most of the good films written about by Agee caused him to suffer varying degrees
of such pain and anger. Where he departed from most of his critical company was
in his readiness to point out, not only where a good thing failed to measure up, but
to suggest specifically how the deficiencies might be remedied.
This readiness to prescribe as well as to diagnose (shared by none of his colleagues) led him to his logical and final direct involvement when he became a screen
writer and worked with the director he admired most: John Huston. Agee's death
in 1955 eliminated the provocative possibility that a poet might one day have
become a director of American films.
To one who has been increasingly uneasy about the raw bloodiness of motion
picture content since the World War II newsreels brought to pop-corn chewers the
images of human beings set afire from hair to heels by American flame-throwers,
running to their charred and cindery dissolution — to one whose doubts about the
wisdom of bringing the death moment of Cuban firing squad victims into the family
television circle, Agee's words on the subject ring with positive relevance. "I am
beginning to believe that, for all that may be said in favor of our seeing these terrible records of war, we have no business seeing this sort of experience except
through our presence and participation . . . Perhaps I can briefly suggest what I
mean by this rough parallel: whatever other effects it may or may not have, pornography is invariably degrading to anyone who looks at or reads it. If at an incurable
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distance from participation, hopelessly incapable of reactions adequate to the
event, we watch men killing each other, we may be quite as profoundly degrading
ourselves and, in the process, betraying and separating ourselves the farther from
those we are trying to identify ourselves with: none the less because we tell ourselves sincerely that we sit in comfort and watch carnage in order to nurture our
patriotism, our conscience, our understanding, and our sympathies."
Reviewing films during the war, Agee had the courage to protest the savagery of
a Russian film like The Rainbow, pointing out that its inflamed point of view
was in no way different from that of the Nazis. And when, after the war, Nazi
atrocity films were shown he wrote: "The simple method is to show things more
frightful than most American civilians have ever otherwise seen, and to pin the guilt
for these atrocities on the whole German people . . . I do want to go on record against
it, as I believe many other people would like to, before our voices become indistinguishable among those of the many confused or timid or villainous people who
are likely after a while, when the shock wears off — and when it is safe or even
stylish — to come somewhat to their senses . . . We cannot bear to face our knowledge that the satisfaction of our desire for justice, which we confuse with our desire
for vengeance, is impossible. And so we invent as a victim the most comprehensive
image which our reason, however deranged, will permit us: the whole of a people
and the descendants of that people: and count ourselves incomparably their superiors if we stop short of the idea of annihilation . . . There can be no bestiality so
discouraging to contemplate as that of the man of good will when he is misusing his
heart and his mind; and there can be no trusting him merely because, in the long
run, he customarily comes part way to, and resumes his campaign for, what he likes
to call human dignity."
JAMES CARD

PROGRESS IN PHOTOGRAPHY 1955-1958, VOLUME THREE OF AN
RECORD, Edited by D. A. Spencer.

INTERNATIONAL

THE FOCAL PRESS, LONDON and New York 1958. 169 pages. 21 illustrations. 50 Shillings.

of this important record of technological developments and scientific research covers the years 1955 to 1958, with twenty-one contributions from seven countries. The articles cover such fields as "Theory and Materials,"
"New Techniques and Special Applications," the "Economics of the Industry," and
the "Literature of Photography." Of special interest to readers of IMAGE will be the
article "Historiography of Photography" by Beaumont Newhall. This volume completes the series of three volumes, the two preceding volumes having covered the
periods 1940-50, and 1951-54.
The Focal Press announces that they will record future progress in photography
in a new quarterly magazine: Perspective, which will be available only by subscription at the rate of $7.50, post free from the Focal Press Limited, 31 Fitzroy
Square, London. The quarterly is to be fully illustrated by graphs, diagrams and
photographs. Each issue contains 96 pages. Worldwide coverage is promised
through an international staff of editors, contributors and correspondents.

THE THIRD, AND FINAL VOLUME,
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WALTER CHAPPELL

NEWS AND NOTES

Harmant, Pierre G., "On recherche toujours Vinconnu de 1825 ...",
Kodeco, X, No. 7 (Oct. 1958), 18 - 20.
IN THE HOUSE ORGAN OF KODAK PATHE, Pierre Harmant, archivist of the French

Society of Photography, recounts the picturesque and usually apocryphally considered anecdote of the young man who burst into the Paris optical shop of Charles
Chevalier one day in 1825 to buy a camera obscura. It was too expensive for him,
and Chevalier asked what he needed it for. " I have succeeded," the youth answered,
"in fixing on paper the images of the camera obscura," and showed him some pictures. One of them, Chevalier recollected, showed a view of the roofs of Paris. The
youth gave Chevalier a bottle of liquid, told him how to use it and promised to
return.
Chevalier had no success. The youth never came back. His name has never been
known.
It is the author's ingenious and tentative supposition that the unknown youth can
be identified with Hippolyte Bayard, who announced a paper positive technique
at the end of January 1839, while the French government was still investigating
Daguerre's secret daguerreotype process.
M. Harmant has found in the rich collections of the French Photographic Society
a paper negative by Bayard which "strangely corresponds" to the picture of Paris
roof tops described by Chevalier. He hopes that documentation may turn up to
prove that to the names of Niepce and Daguerre as inventors of photography
should be added that of Bayard.

Infinity. VII, No. 10 (Dec. 1958).
SURPRISINGLY, AND SIGNIFICANTLY, the entire D e c , 1958, issue of Infinity, the
magazine of American Society of Magazine Photographers, is devoted to the history
of photography. It is unusual for the practitioners of any art to take an interest in
the history of their chosen medium. That the nation's leading magazine photographers are taking a look into the past is hopeful for the future. For the cultural value
of what is produced by today's cameramen will be determined by what they take,
how well they take it, and how well they see to it that their negatives and prints
are processed to last as long as possible.
The issue — edited by Lew Parrella — opens with an account of the fate of four
great negative collections: "saved" (the Lewis Hine collection now at the George
Eastman House), "half saved" (the Brady collection, the bulk of which is in the
Library of Congress), "doomed?" (the Atget collection, now housed by Berenice
Abbott, but for which no future home has yet been found), "lost" (the collection by
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various photographers shown at the International Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876).
Daniel W. Jones writes of his experience collecting photographs for an NBC television film on the Life and Times of Abraham Lincoln. In his countrywide search
he found again and again that what he sought existed once, but no longer. He
found a few institutions that have conscientiously preserved what they can of the
camera past and a helpful attitude on the part of institutions which had never
focused on the problem. "It's up to us photographers, editors, art directors, curators,
film makers, TV directors and historians to dive into this whole, big, relatively
untouched area — the American photographic past," he concludes. It is a resounding call which Mr. Jones makes, even if exaggerated. Already we have heard reactions from private collectors who have spent untold, devoted hours preserving
thousands upon thousands of photographs. When the directory of picture sources
is published by the Special Libraries Association it will be evident that tremendous
strides have been made in preserving and making available our photographic
heritage.
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There follows a dramatic portfolio: "Already Lost": a collection of five famous
photographs, the original negatives of which no longer exist. The list, of course,
could be extended almost infinitely, for of those masterworks of photography which
exist in positive, a bare handful of the corresponding negatives can be found.
By far the most significant contribution is the article "Of Time and the Miniature"
by Paul Vanderbilt, curator of Iconographic Collections at the State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, who foresees that photographs can be saved and made available through new forms of publication or re-publication, and that the seemingly
staggering bulk of photographs is comparable to the even more staggering bulk of
written material.
A review of Grace Mayer's Once Upon a City includes 11 of the Byron photographs without — alas — the captions by Grace Mayer which elevated the photographs to a kind of eloquence which they do not, to this reviewer, intrinsically
possess.
The report by David Drew Zingg of the inadequately-staffed photographic
departments of the National Archives and the Library of Congress is depressing.
Between them, Mr. Zingg reports they hold "more than six million photographs —
the greatest visual profile of the growth of a nation that exists on the face of the
earth." He goes on to point out that this pictorial treasure, of infinite historical
value, "is cared for by 14 dedicated people working with an annual filing and
maintenance budget that cannot exceed $50,000." He suggests that the solution is
to work out standardized filing systems, to pass laws authorizing the National
Archives to distribute — rather than destroy — unwanted negatives, and to increase
the appropriation to both national institutions.
An amusing survey by Geri Trotta of Victorian portraits traces the photographic
documentation of fashion from the 1860s to a 1916 advertising photograph for
Vanity Fair pearls.
The special issue concludes with an unsigned Technical Note on processing negatives and prints for optimum longevity and warning on the perishability — as well
as fire hazard — of nitrate base film stock.
BEAUMONT NEWHALL
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